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f!~o(~~r

INTRODUCTION'
. nadi!t'.ir ilyich l-enin, dovoted revolutionary and archi teet or the
Soviet state, ran."<s as the foremost exponont of lv!arxist economic and polltical thought.
of

¥~rx

As a theorist Lenin interpreted and amplified the teachings

and contributed several concepts to Communist doctrine.

among these contributions

~as

~nief

his theory of impsrialism as the highest,-

final, decadent stage of capitalism •
. . . Lsnin's definitive essay on the subject, "Imperialism, the Highast
Stage of Capi talis.m," was written in 1916 and culminated several yaars of
intensive thought and reading.

The essence of the "new" imperialism.that

Lenin described was ·the competition among soveral modern world powers for
colonial possessions.
atte~pts

The idea of

e~pire

dates far back to tne earliest

of a single nation to dominate the

kn~~

world.

Roma,,;;ere prima example~f "old" or simple imperialism.
mor~

The conquests of
But tho concept of

than one empire in competition for dominance distinguished the modern

or. ~new" imperialism exa.:rrJ.ned by lenin_ and others.
,The phenomenon of "new" imperialism
acteristics.

encom~ssed Il'~ny

Its dominance of political and

econor.~c

remarkable char-

thinking lasted from

about the mid-ninateanth century to the. end of World Ttlar I.
period the industrial

behe~oths

!Al.ring this

of Europe, led by Great Britain and soon

follo-..ed by the United St.ates and Japan, embarked on a far-ranging policy

of conquest.

They engaged in a race to gain colonies, spheres of influ-

ence,. and econooic concessions at:ong the less developed regions of-th9
worlq.

Colonies beca:ne especially important as sources of raw ms teria.l,

captiva markets for the manufactured goods of the
tions of military strength against
Dom~stically,.most

encroao~~ent

ho~a

country and

bas~

by competing powers.

of the imperialistic nations witnessed the

gr~~ng

2

preponderance of industrial and financial monopolies in the economy.
With few limitations on corporate grovrth and capital investment and a
minimum of negative goverTh~ental interference, the control of a nation's
economy often rested in the hands of a few magnates whose business dealings influenced world econo~y.

The successful industrialist and the fi-

nancier emerged as the most influential spokesmen of the epoch.

Domestic

economies h~tnessed the centralization and consolidation of industry u~der
one or

'l

fe1-1 monopolists ••ho attempted to throttle any competitors.

The

financier becams increasingly more important since his control of investment and surplus capital affected the growth of industry.

Glutting

th~

home capital mrket resulted in the increase of capital exported

abro~d,

a

Honce

pr~ctice

which became the mainstay of the

imperi~list

system.

the demand.s of both industrialists and financiers for new ma.rkets for ·.
their corm;odi ties stimub.ted exca.nsiona.ry political policies.
Closoly connected with the domestic and
perialism was the growth of armaments.

intern~tional

aspects of im-

To protect distant territories

and to discourage either revolt or external aggression imperial powers
required vast military establishnmnts.
facture of
ar~n~
0

m~~tions

and equipment

~s

For the industrialist
a lucrative enterprise.

the manuHence the

of the world was a crucial concomitant of imperialism.

By the turn of the century a numb9r of writers were attempting to
analyze the phenomenon of imp-erialism.

Hen such as J. A. Robson, Rudolf

Hilferding, and V. I. lenin, as well as others perhaps less well-known,
pioneere~

the explanation of imperialism.

tive economic interpretation of

th~new

an early socialist interpretation.

Hobson introduced the defini-

imperialism and Hilferding wrote

But it was Lenin who seized upon these

earlier interpretations and, imposing the rigid discipline of the

}~rxian

dialectic, explained imperialism as the final stage of capitalist expansion which would herald the da>m of the nerT age, the end of history, the
socialist

milleni~~.

It is difficult to determine how much of Lenin's thought on this
supje9t is original and

hzyN

much is skillful adaptation. hoY much is tac-

tical m:meuvering a!'ld hmv much strategic planning.

Lenin ua.s above all

a dedicated revolutionary and a political manipulator of consummate skill.
Most of his writing was for the purpose of imnediate
ing

V~rxist

dogma with his own keen

create a viable doctrine.

aw~reness

of

ar~~entation,

pr~ctica.l

meld-

necessity to

Even his most brilliant theoretical expositions,

such as the theory of imperialism, usually came in answeP to immediate
crises rather than as deliberately projected plans.
The

d~valop~ent

smooth logical path.

of Lenin's theory of imperialism did not follow a
Rather tho completed theory expressed in "IMperi-

alism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism" was a syncretism of several different strands of thought, his own and others•.

Lenin's main

ideolo~

cal offering incorporated in his theory dealt with the nature o! war and
its relation to the impending proletarian revolution.

Also a defense

of Marxist revolutionary doctrine against revisionists such
comprised

a significant

element of his theory.

~s

Kautsky

Tho end result of Lenin's

theoretical syncretism bears the unmistakable stamp of originality,
$or it was Lenin who carried Narxist doctrine to its logical conclusion
to explain the

pheno~~non

of imperialism.

It was he who conceived of

ir.1peria.lis111 as the final stage of capitalism a.nd the initial stage or socialism.

He alone through practical

ap~lication

connected the revolu-

tionary role of the individual worker and his party to the downfall or
Jmt..ntn-•a tic

and bourgeois governments.

4
The following pages trace the evolution of Lenin's theory of imperialism through portions of his voluminous

p~blications.

Lenin's

early lrritings are examined to elicit clues to his nascent thought on
the subject and the influences ·or contemporary

~~lters

on him are noted.

Finally, the complex nature of imperialism described in "Imperialism,
the Highest Stage of Capitalism" is studied as are several subsequent
modifications of this theory.

5
LENIN'S MARXIST HERITAGE AND HIS ERRLY 1-TRITINGS
As early a.s 1900 Lenin had no articulated. concept of any relationship bet.,.men. imperialism -'lnd ca. pi talist society or the coming socialist
order.

Already he had made himself a master of Harxist thought and had

completed his major opus, The Development of Russian Canitalism (1896),
but he \ms yet a fledgling theoretician.
Lenids economic thinking~~~~ted deep in the ideas of ~~rx,who denounced the exploitation of the laboring masses by the industrialist.
¥~rx

himself had no concept of imperialism; he neither witnessed nor

forecast its appearance.
which Lenin,

Yet within his writing were elements from

careful interpretation, could find sunport for his own

~dth

theory of inperi-'llism, as well as significant elements he found necessary
to ignore.
Marx viewed the state as the summation of the desires of the class
that controlled production in any givAn econo~dc era.l Within the bourgeois state

~~rx

considered the compelling goal of capitalism to be the

accumulation and the concentration of
terna.l

econo~es

capit~l

in order to achieve in-

of scale and to overwhelm the compstition.2
/

Centrali-

zation under one management would acco:n::any co~centra tion of ca. pi tal and
lead to exorooriation of small industrialists by the large.3

Ma.rx saw

no end to the advantages of amalgam9.tion of industry and foresaw the
possibility of the entire economy falling under the control of a. single
or a few capitalists. 4
Ho-..rever,

~arx

....-a.3 indefinite o-:1 the importance of foreign trade.

·In Das K·mihl, volume II, he stated that a world

ma~ket

is the "basis

and vital element of capitalist production," but that foreign tr.:tde,

6

while contributing to the disintegration of capitalism and to the socialist revolution, "only transfers the contradictions {2f MPi talis~ to a
wider sphere. "5 l·'fan did not e;.-nphasize the necessity of coloni'll e::npires,
though he did acknowledge tho need for expanded
for c.;pitalism's destruction of feudAlism.6

~~rkets ~s

the formative

Although he admitted·.that

foreignitrade built. up backwl.rd regions an::i g<ive

privileges to the more

advanced countries, he did not equate imperialism with foreign trade.?

•

According to }hrx the search for new outlets

ste~~ed

tion of goods and the overa.ccQmulation of ca.pita.l.8
tem, he believed, must be an

exoansiona~

a powerful stimulant to expansion.

from the overproducThe capitalist sys-

one and the need to invest is

From these tenets Lenin derived his

basic premises of economic doctrine that consistently recur throughout
his writing with some modification.
But to Marx Lenin owed more than just the foundations of his economic
thought.

I1ore irnparta.ntly Lenin embraced the Marxian concept of the state,

the theory of the inevitability of the overthrow of capitalism, &nd a
firm belief in revolution as the handm1iden of socialism.

These ideas

formed the framework of Lenin's thought and served him as invariant reference points for his argumentation.

Marxism, Lenin

co~~enced

Armed with the irrefutable dogma of

a career as a revolutionary polemicist while

still a young man in his twenties.
In 1900 while a member of the Iskra (The Spark) staff, Lenin pub!!shed several articles dealing With the Russian ·war against

ChL~a.

The war was essentially an imperialist one, though LEnin did not refer
to it as such.

In "The ;·Jar in China" he set forth p;3rhaps the earliest

inkling of his thought on imperialism.
gre~t_powers

Describing the war W3ged by the

against China to insure certain economic concessions, such

7

as the right to traffic in opium, he wrote:
This policy of plunder has become knmm as coloni-'11 policy.
Every country in which capitalist industry is rapidly developing has to seek colonies, i.e. countrie~J ill which industry
is ,weakly developed, in which more or less patriarchal condit;ons still prevail, which can se~e as a market for rnanu-------t"actured goods and sources of high profits. 9

.

He repeatedly referred to the "policy" of the tsarist government, a voluntary political policy of v."aging war solely for the profit of "a handful
of capitalists·," nobles and bure~ucrats.lO

In later ID"itings including

"Imperialism, ihe Highest Stage of Capitalism," he denied that
could .be a.

po~ tical

im~erialism

"policyn voluntarily pursued by a government.

He

asserted th9.t it was an inevitable economic sb.ge through which the capitalist system

m~ut ~~ss

in its

transform~tion

to socialism.

Furthermore, he stated that the war might lead to a greater war if
Russia qua.rrelled 1rl.th other exploiting nations ove>:- the division of the
loot.

The vision of giant powers fighting for division of spoils later

would become the keystone of his thqory of i:Mperb.lisrn.

r.~nin' s

pre-

occupation with 't·Tar, its causes and results established a practical line
of thought which he

follo~ed ~~th

the avid interest of a revolutionary.

However, this early

forestmdo~~ng

of his fully developed view of imperial-

ism was not pursued immediately in subsequent writings.
Returning to an exarninttion of capitalist war in January 1G05, Lenin
published an article entitled "The Fall of Port

~rth~"

which sugg8sted

a relationship between capitalist wars and the revolutionary cause.
this article he described the

fr~ssian

In

war !l.gainst Japan as a conflict

pitting a. reactiom.ry autocracy against a "progressbre" bourgeoisie.
Though the war

HaS

a capitalist conflict (he still did not use the term

"imperialist"), a victory for Japan would represent a gain for the pro1

8

letariat because it would accelerate t-rorld-Nide capi ta.list development
and

consequ~ntly, th~

socialist revolution.

The proletariat is hostile to every bourgeoisie and to all m.;.nifestations of the bourgeois 5ystem, but this hostility docrs not
reli~Je it of the duty of distinguishing bet~een the historically
progressive and the reactionary representatives of the bourgeoisie •
• ,•• The revolutionary proletariat must carry on ceaseless agitation against war, ahrays keeping in mit!;!, howe•Jer, ·that wars
are inevitablo as long as class rule exists.ll
In "Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalisrn, 11 "The Youth International,"

•

and other articles written in 1915-14.Lenin retreated slightly from the
foregoing statement against war to make distinctions between various
kinds of war and voiced support· for certain of them.

Ahrays the calcu-

h.ting revolutionary who grasped the importance of war to the success of
his cause, he uas never an unqualified pacificist.
In April 1905 Lenin further exnounced the theme that nar vms the
ally of the p~oleta:riat.

The "peace at any price" slogan of Juaresl2

and other socialists played into the hends of the forces of reactionary
capitalism and autocracy, Lenin

~~intained.

Russia by Japan would spell the end of the

Arguing that the defeat of
do~~nation

of the autocracy

over the proletariat, he insisted that a peace would save the Russian
autocracy.

Lenin clearly appreciated the catalytic possibilities in-

herent in military defeat and began to relate them to the conditions in
Russia which might spark a revolution.

The Bloody Sunday massacre of

demonstrating workers led by Father Gapon in January 1905 precipitated
a. crisis which demonstrated the susceptibility of autocracy to destruc-

t:ion if only revolutior.ary

lea.de~ship

could be provided.

wrote, the tsar still faced strikes and riots anong

Even as-Lenin

th~ popul~ce foll~r-

ing incredible fiascoes in the Russo-Japanese H:1r and rebellion Hithin
the armed forces•

9

· Toward the end of 1907 Lenin attended the Stuttgart Congress of the
Second International

~hich

issued a condemnation of imperialist wars by

the assembled socialist representatives of European nations.

The last

two paragraphs of the resolution, largely the work of Rosa Luxe~burg
and Lenin, qualified the anti-"\·mr statement of the congress with the
idea that should an imperialist war break out desnite the efforts of the
workers of the world, it would be the duty of the proletariat to use
war-time crises to spark the

overthr~w

ficance of the last two paragraphs

"-'aS

of capitalist rule.

The signi-

not folt at that time

~.;hen

inter-

r

national socialism seemed most confident of thsarting Fny attempt to
involve the proletariat in a war.

Ho~~ver,

the hard core revolutionaries,

closely attuned to the practicn.l necessities of the movement, realized
full well that ultim'ltely violent action wo'lld be necess.<try to overthro1;
the capitalism system.
In an article written late in 1907 explaining the Stuttgart Resolution,

L:~nin

further crystalized his

its role in the socialist scheme.
and a revolutionary

w~r

co~cept

of the imperialist t-rar and

He distinguished beb-reen a capitalist
st~nding

and stressed the need of

by, prepared

to "take advantage of the crisis created by w""ar for the purpase of hastening the downfall of the boureeoisie."l3
Two articles written in August 1908 in-1icate
thought on

som~

yet begun his
"l.a·...r of

V19

as?ects_of

tho~ough

i~perialism

but

~lso

additional peripheral

show that Lenin had not

syncretic \mrk on the subject.

Announcing the

unequal develop:nent of capi talis!!l" in "Infh:mnable Haterial

·in \o/orld Politics," Lenin ·began unraveling a thread of thought that he
and successor Josef Stalin later used extensively to explain the survival
of soci~lism in Russia alone.

10

Advanced capitalist countries show an intensific~tion of the
struggle between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie--the
tli!ferenca in historic~l conditions, Political regime and
forms of the labour movement creates th9 difference in the
manifestations of one and the same tende~cy •••• The international revolutionary movement of the proletariat does not
proceed and cannot proceed evenly in the s~me form in differ~nt countries.1
Despite this intimation that individual socialist revolutions might
occur within the capitalist system, Lenin proceeded to assert his belief
that the revolution

~-1ould

be world-Hide.

Only later in his ln-itings of

the World -\var I era t.'hen the realities of socialist collapse and prole-·
tarian lethargy uere unmistakably manifested did he return to this

thre::~.d

with the intention of raising it to the rank of genuine doctrine.
The second article in August 1908 de '11t with "rnili tant mili tarism11
in world politics.

The practices of stockpiling munitions, building up

armaments, and using military force to cocrca other

n~tions

was described

by Hobson as the militaristic "poliey," i.A •. a politically expedient practic~

of imperialist nations seeking to extend their influence.

militarism represented no policy but instead an

insep~rable

To lenin

manifestation

of higher capitalistic development.
Contemporary militarism is the re~ult of capitalis~: it is the
"living manifestation" of capitalis~ in both its forms: as a
military force u~ed by the capitalist st~tes in their external
eor~licts and as ~ wea?on in the har.ds of the ruling classes
for the suppression of all movements (economic and oolitical)
of the prolet'lriat. 15
Lenin reiterated previous stands on the
of it as long as class differences

n~ture

re~ined.

of

~ar

and the inevitability

Rejecting the idea of a

nwar on wsr," as suggested by Herve'l-6, he insisted that thg proletariat

must use a capitalist war to precipitate the revolution.

Quoting exten-

sively fro!:'l the Stuttgart Resolution, he reminded his follo>:-Ters that
"wars bgtween

cap~talist

states are, as a rule, the result of their
I

11

competition on the world market, bGcause ev'?ry state strives not only to
sa.fegua.rd its old markets, but to win ne·:,.z· markets, and in this connection
the su~jugation of foreign nations and countries pl~ys the primary part.nl?
Hence by this time Lenin had ~all in mind the nature of canitalist (imperialist) wars and their relationship with the revolution.
In this same article Lenin began a verbal joust with the Kautsky
wing of socialists, the

"opportunist~"

on the subject of "patriotit! wars."

•

" ••• It is not the offensive or defensive character of the war, but the
interests of the class struggle of-the proletariat, or rather the interests
of the international movement of the

proletari~t,"

determine the participati~n of the workers.l8

lanin insisted, that

Kautsky, the GBrman social-

ist who before the war was regarded as the outstanding spokesman for ort.hodox

K~rxism,

hedged on the question of

talist war by arguing that

~-rorkers

proletari~n

might support a bourgeois govern.lllent

in "patriotic wars" defending the homelar.d.
Kautsky's

argQ~ent,

Slicing to the heart of

Lenin denied that workers should render any assistance

to the military efforts of
dictum

involvement in a capi-·

th~t ?rolete~ian3

wa~ring

capitalists.

Reiterating the

~~rxian

have no country, he established benefit to the

impending revolution as the only criterion in determining the iororker participation.

This clash of viewpoints foreshadowed the wreck of the inter-

national socialist
The

~ove~ent

de~relop::1ent

on the shoals of war.

of Lenin's theory of imperialism primarily followed

his thinking on the subject ofi war, but by December 1910 he was mulling
another aspect which he would later include in the theory.
an idea he
relations
not

b~~cn

hag
~y

Picking up

hinted before, he observed that different stages of labor
result in having supporters in the labor

completely

w~th

the bourgeois order.

move~gnt

who have

In "Differences in

12

Euro~3~n

Labour movements" Lenin renarked that "the speed of development

of capitalism differs in different countries and in different spheres of
t~era f11J1Y

national economy" and that consequently

be among proleb.ris:ms

those who are under the sway of the bourgeoisie.l9 According to Lenin
fhe "law of the unequal development of

capitalism~ ~ctated

that coun-

tries differ in the misery, the preparedness and the dependability of
their working classes.

This assertion

lenin's grovrlng suspicion

re~rked

of the reliability and sincerity of several socialist leaders whom he
felt might be less attentive to working class needs than to bourgeois
enticements.
In November 1912 t:ha .:Jocond Interm. tional issued the Basle Eanifesto which called the proletariat of all countries to
to unite against all imperialist rnilitarism.20

"~.;age

war on wars,"

Despite professed unani-

Mity of international socialism against imperialism and its accompanying
wars, thera were traces of cracks in the solidarity of the facade.
pean socialists charnpionod a host of

anti-~ar

adamant pacifism to mild dafensism.

Po~pous

hinged on apparent rather than real

agree~ent

tactic:.

Ler~n, luxe~burg

Euro-

attitudes ranging from
pronouncements of unity
over socialist goals and

and other radical revolutionaries vigorously

opposed any stance uhich failed to include a damand for a well-organized
overthrow of

bourg~ais

and feudal

gover~ants

during a capitalist war.

lenin espeelally insisted that socialist leaders
eelYes to the bourgeoisie by urging
Ominously for

internatio~~l

wor!n:~r

in all

not

acco~d~te

n~tional

then-

circu~stanc8s.

socialism the various attitudes

· often were aligned according to
for Harris t draa.ms of

~cificisn

~st

to~rd

war

conBiderations and bode no good

aolidari ty.

By the relatively late dat9 of 1912--Hobson's study of imperialism

13

had .been published in 1902, Hilferding's in

1910--l~nin h~d

not yet begun

to formulate his final concept of imperialism that would revolutionize
Marxist theory.

He still espoused the basic rhrxist line that capitalism

revolutionizes the means of production but at a certain point retards
..

f~ther

growth of

producti~e

leads to its do"mfall.

forces and creates a crisis situation which

No clear idea of imperialism as a last, distinct

stage of cppitalism was yet evident in his writing, but the trend of his
thought and tremors of

disagream~nt

within the SecorD. International were

leading him toward a procise ideological statement •.

THE INFLUENCE OE' OTIBR WRITERS ON L'SNIN'S TliEO!tY

Until the outbreak of World War I Lenin's energies were diverted to
a nQmber of critical areas, not the least of

~ihich ~~s

the organizing and

equiping of a native Russian socialist party with cogent theoretical
wea.pons.

But with the onslaught of the war and the unbelievable collapse

of the Second

Internation~l,

it became

im~rative

for him to revamp ex-

isting ¥drxist theory that had failed miserably to predict the resiliency
of the capitalist

syste~

in crisis.

Hence 1914

~~rks

the real influx of

Lenin's thought concerning imperialism into the mainstream of his writings.
His articles and pamphlets from 1914 to 1917 indicate how rapidly and
effectively he did bring the massive guns of his intellect to bear on the
subject once the need for action was undeniable.
Faced with the necessity of interpreting the chaos of a world at

~r.

in the light of Harrlst dogm3., lenin quickly re.astered the context of
what others had written, evaluated it, and then proclaimed it to his
follo!~rs

as socialist truth.

In the years directly preceding an1 during
I

14

the .war lenin's writing shm-1ed traces of the influ<9nce of several writers
on imperialism, including Hobson, Hilferding, Bukharin, and Luxemburg.
It is impossible to ascertain the precise times at which tenin became
cogniz~nt

of their

. also difficult to

ide~s

and began to draw upon

determin~

the~

for his own.

It is

precisely why a broad and coherent concept

of imperialism began to appear in his writing at a given time and not
earlier.

However, it seems probable that Lenin, the dedicated revolutionary

and organizer, was never able to collect and examine the data and formulate an encompassing theoretical structure as
or capitalism.
s~cific

t~nin

~~rx

had done for the theory

developed his theory in the face of imnediate and

problc:as by drawj:.1g on a reservoir of inchoate ideas, socialist "

backgroun~,

and broad knouledge.

In the crucible of crisis elements of

his o1..m thought and' the thought of others were melded to fashion a new
concept in capitalist developillent.
Chief among those contributors to Lenin's thought was John A. Hobson,
whose vigorous criticism of British
for Lenin's theory.21

i~peri~lism

supplied the foundation

~ early as 1899 Lenin was acqu~inted with the

writing of this famous British economist,
soon after the publication of Hobson's

~nd

it seems likely that fairly

I~nerialism,

A Study in 1902, he

familiarized himself with the findings.
To Hobson
by

atte~pts

i~perialisn indic~ted

to overflow its natural

a "debasement of genuine nationalism,

b~nks

and absorb the near or distant

territory of reluctant and unassimil~ble. peoples ••• ~' 2 2
the natural expression of a people's

co~unity

. heritage, should be a step on the way to
rul cooperation of a
verted.

nu~ber

Nationalism, as

of language, interests and

internation~lism,

i.e. the peace-

of nations, unless its nature becomes per-

"Such perversion is Imperialism, in which nations trespassing

15
beyond the limits of facile assimilation, transform the

~holesom9

stimu-

lative rivalry of varied national types into the cutthroat struggle of
competing empires.n 23 Hobson contributed the key concept that competiAa/1

.

tion among empires was essentially modern, sincerea.rly empire- had usually
.. co~prehandod the known world. 24 Such com~tition led to antagonism among
empires, expressed economically in a race for marketa and
"unnatural systems of alliances.n25

progr~~

to which a gov-

subscribed rather than tho ineluctable manifestation of overripe

capitalism.

In "Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism" Lenin

vigorously refuted Hobson's "policy"
that

in

Hobson repeatedly raf~rred to im-

perialism as a "policy" of government, a definite
er~~ent

politic~lly

ter~~nology hi~2elf)

conc~pt

(though he ::requently used

ani insisted on the !nevitability of imperialism.

In Hobson's view capitalist

econo~c

crises were paro9trated by "un-

der consunption". of industrial goods at hmr.e, leaving surplus goods to be
disposed of (a
condition or

vie~Jpoint..which

~,dar-consumption

is also found in i-!'lrx's writing).

This

and a need for unloqding surpluses on

foreign markets bred imperialism, the pursuit of political, territorial,
and economic advantages throughout the world.

"Agg.ressive and predatory

and favor[in~ both the concentration of capitalist economic power and
the alliance of this power with the ruling class in each imperialist
country," imperialism endangered world peace by encouraging internecine
conflicts and i~~ensely destructive wars. 26 Hobson observed, too, th~t
the capitalist system was

li~ited

wo~ld

demand.

auction must exceed

by the fact

th~t eventu~lly

Furthermore, only a finite

world pronQ~ber

of

possibilities for investing fresh capital existed in the world and these
would be exhausted.27

The sa~e pressure upon available opportunities

for foreign investment anplied as upon

t~e

availability of foreign rn3rkets
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for .industrial goods.

Lenin seized upon these limitations and contra-

dictions of capitalism that amplified and often coincided with M~rxist
interpretations as the basis of his theory of imperialism.
~ut

if Lenin founded his theory on the tenets of Hobson, he extended

it with assistance from
early

¥~rxist

th~

ideas of Rudolf Hilferding, who wrote an

interpretation of capitalist

devolop~nt.

Published in

1910, Hilferding's Finanz Kapital attempted to expand }furx•s theory to

•

describe the transition of bourgeois society
to its later financial stage.28

fro~

its

ear~y

indust9ial

This latter stage is characterized by

the reign of great financiers who controlled many separate industrial
and banking onterprises and whose

~in

duotion of a particular

but for "the extraction of sheer sur-

conL~odity

concern was not for the mere pro-

plus value by means of financial monopoly and pressure of high finance
upon the states they controlled.rr29
e~pital,

by

By dominating the invest~ent of

these financiers could dictate the econony of a nation and live

skim-~ng

the profits of investment.

Although the concept of finance

capital provided an important pillar for Lenin's discussion of the nature
of imperialist society, Hilferding reached a conclusion utterly antithetic~l

to one Lenin believed unavoidable.

Hilferding

~~intained

that

capitalism in its era of imperialism could abolish its contradictions
and with the cooperQtion of the proletariat, could grow into "political
and industrial de~ocracy.n30 Lenin vehe~ently rejected the capacity of
capitalisn to

refor~

itself,

k~i~taining

that whil9

i~perialisn

tempop

rarily eased internal tensions, it inevitably would heighten the contradictions of capitalism and Would lead to the proletarian revolution.31
Rosa

Luxe~burg,

also provided

Lenin's

a sizeable

occasion~l ~lly

and frequent antagonist,

contribution to the fund of

ide~s

from which
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he s.o liberally drew.

Luxemburg examined certain contradictions in }!arx's

thinking in volume II of her The Accu. . nulation of qapi ~al (1913), especially his view that a rapid soquence of crises would lead to the overthrow of capitalist

govern~~nt

}~rx

by the proletariat.

implied that

.. capi t4lism as an expanding system might continue to find new outlets for
its products by displacing more primitive forms of production with more
advanced ones and thus creating new markets.32

Luxemburg developed this

line of thought to explain the imperialist period.

According to·her,

the world was witnessing a momentary reprieve of the capitalist system
as new expansion temporarily lessened the inherent weaknesses of the
system.

Marx was wrong, she argued, not in analyzing

th~

conflicts

within capitalism but merely in predicting when the end must come.33
After a

cert~in

amount of capitalist

ex~~nsion

but long before the en-

tire world had baen subjugated, the·collapse of capitalism and the revolution of the proletariat would coma as a result of continuing, intensifying crises and rivalries within the world economy.
.

.

Lenin agreed with

her in part but differed significantly in his concept of imperialism as
a distinct step beyond simple capitalism.
ess~y

As he stated in his definitive

on the subject, the end of the system would come only after the

whole world had been divided anong imperialists and tensions had become
unbearable.34
To existing ideas concerning colonialism, Luxemburg added an interpretation.

She viewed colonies as utterly

~~tal,

non-capitalist (i.e.

primitive reodes of production) da~ping grounds for surplus co~~odities
of capitalisn.35

Lenin rejected outright her contention that capitalism

could not develop

~thout

of

Ru~sian C!oitalis~)

an external market (even in his The Development

and her disregard

~or

the export of capital as a
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dete;I'Inina ti ve factor, but he concurrad with her in certain analyses of
relationships

~~ong

colonial and capitalist countries.

Another major thsorist whose ideas influenced Lenin was a budding
young Russian socialist named Bukharin.

His significant 'Nritings on

imperialism began to appear prior to the war and continued for several
years as he

e~ounded

the role of the state in imperialism.

He wrote of

the neceosity of totally destroying the existing state in the proletarian
revolution in order to forestall the develop:nant of a I.eviatl"-..a.n of "state
eapitalism."35a The state can either be th') dit•ect orgahlzation·exploiting the worker or the indirect organization "serv~n~ as a mechanism to
sustain and extend the mo_st profitable condition for the process of exploitation. "36

"The foreign policy of the sb.te organization expresses

its struggle to share the surplus value which is produced on a

worL~-~de

scale, ••• the struggle which is enacted bebveen the various politically
organized groups of the dominant classes.n37

Bukharin's concept of state

capitalism served Lenin -.:..-ell in pointing out the proximity of socialism
to imperialism.

In "Imperialism, the Highest

St~ge

of CapitalisM" Lenin

observed that imp:srialism uith the state controlled by monopolists was
but one step away from socialism.38
According to Bukharin there were three stages in the metamorphosis
of the state.

In the era of industrial capitalism, it is the

organization representing the dol:l'l.inant class.

pri~~ry

\·lith the rise of economic

.organizations such as powerful trusts, especially during the era or
finance capitalism, the state
the domim.nt' class.

beco~es

only one of many organizations or

Finally, the stat'3 absorbs these

in the era of imperialism and once again

beco~es

oth~

organizations

the over-all organiza-

tion of the dominant class.39 tenin dre~·r upon Bukharin's stages of
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development to help trace the gro:rth of i!Tlperiallsm in "Imperialism, the
Highest Stage of Capitalism," but he increased the number of stages, redefined the p~ogression, and emphasized the role of finance capital.40
From tha knowledge of the four wTiters, Hobson, Hi!ferding, luxemburg and Bukharin, lsnin borrowed fraely without, as several critics
have noted, properly ach'7loHledging his debts.
in

Leninis~:

plagiarism

~ms

more

custo~ary

But as Heyer pointed out

in the

revolution~ry

move-

ment ~ompared _to the academic worl~, ~mere there was a continuous active
interchange of ideas, and where new ideas were proposed. not for the sake
of coming nearer to truth or of gaining
the

p~rpose

of

con\~ncing

acad~mic

?restige, but

~~inly

for

all comrados of the usefulness of certain stra-

tegie~.n4-l

THE R.u'ID DEVELOPNENr OF LENIN'S THOUGHT DURING Trlli HA."lt YEARS

With the puolication of "The ·..rar and Russian Social-Democrac;;r" in
October 1914, Lenin began to

harr~~~r

out a. viable explanation of a world

enmeshed in war; of workers and socialists of all nations rallying to
their bourgeois go,;ernments; of a Harx:ist system woefully failing to
describe the course of history.
cuL~nating

increasing crises

Obviously the pure garxian forecast of

in the victorious

was inadequate to cope with the facts.

proletari~n

The war had

co~e

revolution

and with it the

enormous crisis predicted by socialists, but instea.d of the heralded collapse of capitalism, it precipitated the
socialism.

igno~nous

demise of

internation~l

Lanin no>i presented a bold new interpretation of capitalist

develop~ent wh~h,

tributing ideas,

despite his dependence on others for many of the con-

~ust

be considered essentially his ONn.

He integrated
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existing theory and his own thought into a plausible explanation of the
era..
The very key to Lenin's analysis of the war was the phenomenon of
imperialis~

in,

hi~

and conversely his explanation of the phenomenon

tlli:iories on capitalist wars.

~s

rooted

''The gr01-1th of armaments, the ex-

trema sharpening of the struggle for markets in the epoch of the latest,
the imperialist stage in the develop::nent of capitalism ••• , 11 ho asserted,
"have brought about the presont -.;.7ar.n42

The real significance of the war,

Lenin concludeg, was that it dreT,v the attention of the proletariat a•,ray
from existing conditions, exterminated their vanguard, and weakened the
revolutionary movc:ml'3nt by appealing to patriotism.

The

~Tar

was instigated

by a predatory German bourgeoisie eager to throttle certain national revolutions (such as South Serbia's) and to despoil economic
as Belgium, France and Britain.

co~~titors

On the other hand, France and

such

Brit~in

rTere anxiouS to destroy Germany, a competitor with a faster grm-rth-rate
than their

o~~,

and to soize its colonies.

Lenin viciously attacked the national socialists, traitors to the
cause of the international proletariat, who were encouraging work19rs to
"chauvinisn" and "sophism" by supporting their individual bourgbois governments.

"The only correct proletarian slogan,

11

he affirmed, was "to

transform the presont imperialist war into a civil war."43
~~y

accomplishment of such an objective
.socialists were charged to prepare

have seemed singularly difficult,

themselv~s

to take advantage of revo-

lutionary opportunities that might appear at any
In

thi~Lenin's

points appear

Though the

ti~.

initial statement on the nature of imperialism, two

es~cially

signifcant.

that imperialism is a distinct,

First, here is the initial suggestion

inevitab~e

stage of capitalism.

The idea
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that the end of capitalism would result from a revolution in the midst of
internecino conflict among comp9ting nations rather than from revolution
due to the

incre~sing

misery of the proletariat during a fortuitous (but

ultimately unavoidable) crisis was a demrturo from strict Harxist ideo:.
logy.

Secondly, Lenin opened his attack on those "chauvinists" and "op-

portunists'' who were deserting the cause of international socialism.

The

defense of true socialism against these "traitors" was the basis for a
major portion of his theory by exposing their error and justifying his
own view of the phenomenon.
Following a conference of the Russian Socialist Democratic Labor
Party (b)44 in r~rch 1915, Lenin published a pamphlet on the resolutions
which expanded his pravious viflws on the question of the imperialist war.
The present war is of an imparlalist character. The war
is the outcome of the conditions of an epoch in which capitalism
has reached the highest stage of its development; in which not
only is the export of co~~odities of great significance, but
so also is the export of•capital; in~hich the trustification
of industry and the internationalisation of economic life have
assumed considnrable dimensions; in which colonial policy has
led to the pa.rti tion of akost th~ whole of the globe; in which
the oroduetive forces of world capi blism have outgrm-m the
limited·bo~~aries of nation~l and ~tate divisions; in which
the objective 4onditions for the achievement of socialism have
!ully matured. 5
In brief outline Lenin foreshadowed the theory of imperiali5m hg would
exa."lline in detail in "Imperia-lism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism."
Lenin proceeded to
favored by

T~ny

deno~>'lce

the "defence of the Fatherland" slogan

socialists, especially the Gerr:Ans, as betrayal of the

proletari;m revolution.

He cha:npioned the Marxist dog:M. that workers

throughout the world owe allegiance solely to their class, not to their
countries.

~plicit

the overthrow of the

in this assertion
c~pitalist

~s

Lenin's confidence that once

system began, revolution would spread
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rapidly throughout the "rorld.

He adamantly tn.aintained that the Marxist
soci~lism,

path to socialism, i.e. from feudalism to capitalism to
be followed.

Consequently the civil

~~r

must

Lenin advocated would establish

"demoera tic republics'' in backward nonarch,Xist countries which were eco ..
.

?o~ca+ly

and politically u.npreoared for socialism and would lead to the

expropriation of the bourgeoisie by the proletariat in_ advanced e3pitalist
countries.46

To avoid confusion in understanding Lenin's ideas, it is

important to note here that he distinguished between a

"democ~atic"

and a

"socialist" revolution by insisting that socialism could only be achioved
after a nation had passed through a democratic and capitalistic stage.
Denin also urged the defeat of the tsarist monarchy as a

~ecessary

stop

in fostering the revolution and castigated "the bureaucracy in the labour
movement and the labour aristocracy" who received a portion of capitalist
profits for serving as "channels of bourgeois influence over the proletariat. n47
By August

.~.1915

Lenin had advanced another step on the route to an

encompassing theory of imperialism.

~fust

socialists assumed that the revo-

lution against imperialism would result in a

world-~de

Eut in "The United States of Europe Slogan," which

seizure

~ebutted

or

power.

a proposed slo;

gan advocating a united Europe under capitalist control, Lenin

obs~rved

that something less than a complete world-wide overthrow could be success-.
ful.

Fineberg, the editor of Lenin 1 s

Select~d

Horks, note-:3. that for the

first time in Marxian_literature the suggestion was

mad~

that a proletarian

revolution and the building of socialis~ could occur in a single countr7.48
Based on the la1.; of the uneven development of capi talis!!1 which he had already espoused, Lenin

re~arked

that "the victory of socialism is possible,

first in a few or even in one single capi~alist country.n49 But the
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implication of this statement ·Has that such a revolution, by exanple and
by forc~would automatically spark others.

Lenin reiterated th& root concept of imperialism that "capital had
become international and monopolistic" and a fevr powers had divided the
.

~or~d ~~ong

them.

Refuting the underlying

id~a

of the slogan that a United

States of Europo under capitalism would bring peace, Lenin argued that such
a situation would be impossible because it was equivalent.to an economic
agreement to divide up colonie:.:r and to cease seeking profits.

Capitalists,

he insiste;would not be satisfied or assured of an accurate division
accor4ing to strength without testing a division by 1-1ar.
·In October 1915 Lonin carried his concept of the

pr~letariat's

role

in war to an obvious conclusion in an article entitled "fhe Dofeat of One's

UWn Government in an Imperialist War." "A revolutionary class in
tionary war cannot but desire the defeat of its government."50

a

reac-

The pro-

letariat of all imperialist countries should desire the defeat of their
01-m

governments as toJ"ell as all reactionary governments.

.l-filitary defeats

would facilitate the transformation of a reactionary war to a revolutionary
one.

Retreating someYhat from his earlier assertion that the socialist

revolution could occur in one or a few countries,

L~nin r~affirmed

existence of universal ties among the proletariat.
might be sparkod, if objective conditions
and political reverses of a reactionary
D~ring

the

sa~e

w~re

the

A wo~ld revolution

right, by military defeats

govern~ent.

month Lenin published "The Defeat of Russia and the

Revolutionary Crisis," which unequivocably announced ttat internal reform
of imperialism by

constitutio~al

democracy was utterly impossible.

Revo-

lution alone could esUl.blish the rule of the prolohriat in \{estern Europe
and could accomplish a hke-over by the bourgeoisie in Russia.

Reaffirming
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the world-wide nature of tho impending overthrow of capitalism, Lenin
asserted that Russia must

..

provid~

the

s~rk

for all of Europe.

The imnerialist ~~~ b?-s connected the revolutionary crisis
in Russia, ~ crisis of a bourgeois-democratic revolution, with
the gr~~ng crisis of the prolet~rian socialist revolution in
the West. This conn~ction is so diract that no separate solu.. tion of revolutionary [proble~~is p~ssible in any ono country;
the bourgeois-de~ocratic revolution in Russia is now not only
a prologue to, but an indivisable, integral ~~rt of tho socialist revolution of the West.5~
Here Lenin also er:tphazized the necessity of the middle shge of bourgeoisdemocracy between autocracy
Also in

~ctober

an~

socialism.

Lenin enunciated more specifically the characteristics

of tho impending revolution in Russia.
a "A FeN

Th~ses,"

The new

gover~~ent,

he wrote in

must be the revolutionlry-domocratic dictatorship of

the proletariat and pcasants.52

Introducing the novel idea of temporary

cooperation betwoen the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, Lenin tacitly
ackn~~ledged

the

practic~l

th~

needs of

revolutionary movem9nt.

Should

the proletarian party gain power during the war, it would propose peace
and liberation of all colonies but be prenarcd to stimulate and wage a

revolutionar,y war againnt capitalist countries.
Late in 1915 in

"~o Lin~s

of the Revolution," lenin crystalized his

idea of tha tenporary union of the

~~ssian

free the country of autocratic rule.

proletariat an1 bourgeoisie to

Russia must be liberated

fro~

"mili-

tary feudal 'imperialism' (tsarisrn)" befor3 a socialist revolution can
take plac~J Tne partnership of the p~tty bourgeoisie and the workers was
a corollary to Lenin's theory of revolution necessitated by the pragmatic

realization that the bourgeoisie alone was incapable of overthro1ilng the
tsar.
In an

extensi\~

essay on "Tae Collapse of the Second International,"
I
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Lenin returned to a favorite line: by

deliver~ng

a ·sweeping denunciation

of Kautsky and other ttopportunists and chauvinists" of the now defunct
Second

Intern~tional •.

Deriding Kautskyites for defending imperialism

as a potentially successful means of achiGving peace, he articulated
soma of his own thoughts on imperialism.

Th8 "epoch of imperialism" is

irrefutably one in which great, privileged nations divide and oppress the
world, he argued.

"It is of the present war between th& 'Great Powers of

Europe' that the Basle Resolution declares th3t it 'cannot be justified
by the slightest pretext of its being in the interests of the people.'"54

The war represented the greedy grasping of "capitalist imperia.lit::a:t"· and
"dynastic interests," whoD.y beraft of any extenuating circumstances.
The question of who "instigated" the war, which according to so'Tla chauvinists justified a certain cooparation with existing governments 1 was
immater-lal.

The fact remained that the war na.s an imperialist one and

must be converted to revolutionary mtrposes.
Against Kautsky's "def'3nca of the fatherland" ideas I!.:>nin er:1ployed
his most venomous invective.
aristocracy" (tihich he had

Returning to the attack against the "labour

be~,

as early as 1910 in "Differences in

European labour Hovements"), he accused Kautsky and his follcr..-ers of
sellin30 their proletarian principles.
~

loot" of

i~peri~lism.

In exchange for some "crumbs of

these opportunists, the eureaucracy of the working

class, 'h"'Uld "gravitate touard Struveis!:l55 because it p;:oovided a vir.dication for the alliance idth 'their' national bourgeoisie against the oppressed masses of!!! nations."!6
The Kautskyan theory of "ultra im!)erialis'T!," i.e. the "joint exploib.tion of the world by internationally united finance capital in place of the
mutual rivalries of national finance capital," suggested that an era of

mora.l regeneration and
age.57

l~sting

peace would be the result of the imperiaist

According to Lenin, this theory "reduces itself to this and only

this, that KAutsky utilizes the hope for a new peaceful era of capitalism
to justify the opportunists and the official Social Democratic parties

.. who

joined the bourgeoisie and repudiated revolutionary, i.e. proletarian,

tactics during the present turbulent era, notwithstanding tha soletn..''l declaration of the Basle resolution. ,,58

Quick to demonstrate the fallacies

of Kautsky's reasoning, lenin insisted that the growth of monopoly (vmich
is intensified by war demands) made freo competition vdthin capitalist
states impossible.

The division of the world by imperhlist poHers into

colonial monopolies compelled capitalists to "pass from

~aceful

exqpnsion

to armed struggle for the redi vision of colonies and sphere.s of influences )159
The proletariat must wage a struggle to overthrow those oppressive forces
of imperialism and must not fight to prolong the system in
regeneration

w~ll

occur.

hop~s

that a

Kautsky was correct in thinking that imperialism

was the necessary and inevitable product or capitalism, Lenin argued, but
wholly wrong in believing that socialists could assist imperialists in
establishing a chimorical world peace through capitalistic cooperation.
The only possible role for the socialist must be that of the revolutionary.
Also in this article Lenin elaborated on the essentials of a revolutionary movon:ent.
impossible

w~thout

"A Harxist cannot have any doubt that a revolution is
a revolutionary situation; furthermore not

lutionary situation leads to a revolution.n60
tion such as a

war-ti~e

eve~

revo-

Besides a suitable situa-

crisis, uhich creates fissures in society, a

"subjective change is required, i.e. a revolutionary class must have tho
ability to carry out revolutionary mass actions.n61

Lenin considered

revolution to be unavoidably the only rnel\od of establishing the rule of
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the ,proletariat and of destroying imperialism, yet successful revolution,
he declared, was dependent upon circumstances within the

coa~try

and with-

in the party.

"HiPERIALIS!·i, THE HIGHEST STAGE OF CAPITALISH11

Through the years of Lenin's
leadership and emergence as a spokesman
.
'

for socialism, his writing emphasized ideological postulates particularly
relevant to practical problems.
cratic Labor Party with both

The needs of the Russian Socialist Demo-

intra-p~rty

strife and endless debate with

other socialist parties obliged lenin to concentrate on ideological essentials of party organization and policy.

As have been noted previously,

his theories on the nature of capitalist war, the role of the proletariat
in precipitating a revolution, and the attitude of socialists to-;.rard the
capitalist system were three of these indispensable areas of consideration.
But the ignominious collapse of the Second International in 1914
created a crisis in socialism requiring
in ideological terms.
imperialism from the
c.ql concepts.

irr~ediate

and

sk~ul

resolution

Facing the challenee, Lenin derived his theory of
writing~

of others and from his

0"...-n

favorite tacti-

\·lith the publication of "Imperialism, the Highest Shge

of Capitalism" in 1916, he arrived at a comprehensive statement describing
the final dying gasp of capitalism.

Long year3 of ideological jousting
Q.

and response to problems had equipped him for his tas~ of moldingfMarxist
interpretation o£ imperialism.

Lenin's "imperialism" w1s not an attempt

to analtze objectively economic and political trer.ds, but as Mayer
"to explain the stubborn fact that the revolution had not yet
in the most highly developed capitalist cou.~tries.n62

t~ken

obser~ed,

place
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Throughout "Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism" Lenin
defined and redefined imperialism in slightly different terms.

Imperial-

ism or "new capitalism" markod the .highest, latest stage of capitalism
where the separation of the ownership of capital from the means of production reached enormous proportions and whara monopolies rather than
free trade dominated world economy.

Reflecting Hilferding•s influence,

Lenin decried the rise of finance capitalism as the result of economic
concentration and centralization.
ist had become the exploiter of the

•

The financier rather than the industrial~conomy.

"Unde:t" the old type of capi-

talism, when free competition prevailed, the export of goods was the most
typical feature.

Under

~odern

capitalis':ll, T-then monopolies prevail, the

export of cani tal has become the typical feature ~'63
Under this new capitalism the grovTth of monopoly within a na. tion was.,
projected on a world-wide scale.
First, there are monopolistic capitalist combines in all advanced countries; secondly, a few rich countries, in which the
accumulation of capital reaches gig~ntic proportions, occupy
a. monopolist position. A..'1 enormous "superg4uity of capital"
has accumulated in the advanced countries.
"It is beyond doubt, therefore," wrote Lenin, "that the transition of
capitalism to monopoly capitalism, to finance capitalism is connected
with the intensification of the struggle for ·.the partition of the world,"
as individuals and then nations attempted to control the world economy.65
From its free-trade beginnings capitalism "has grown into a world system
of colonial oppression an:i of the- financial strangulation of the overwhelming majority of the people ?f the world •••• "66
The world, he suggested, was divided into three categories of nations.

The dominant group contained the imperialist countries subdivided

into "young cauitalist

po~ers,"

such as America, Germany and Japan, 1iith

- - - -

-----
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a rapid rate of growth; "old ca. pi talist pot>"ers," such as France and Great
Britain, whose progress of late had been slower than that of the young
powers; and "economically backward countries," such as Russia, where
capitalist and pre-capitalist conditions existed simultaneously.
second category included the "semi-colonial" states that

The

w~doroinated

at least economically by the great powers but maintained political independence.

The remaining category included fully colonial countries,

•

wholly under the sway of invested foreign

capita~

both economically,and

·politically.
Lenin studied several manifestations of imperialism concomitant to
the phenot1enon.

The impe_rialist war, long a favorite topic in his writ-

ing, ineluctably resulted, he declared, from the partitioning of the
world into political and economic sphores of influence.
statistics of Supan, a contemporary

politic~l

Lenin cited the

geographer, as evidence

that there were no more unoccupied territorial areas.

"Only redivision

is possible" and territories could only pass from owner to owner, rather
than from uno~~ed to owner.67 In a view similar to Hobson's idea of competing empires, Lenin noted that war anong com?Sting imperialist powers
was the only means by which the world could be divided according to the
respective strengths of the powers.

Hence the imperialist epoch was

destined to be rife with conflict.
The castigation of opportunists and false friends recurred in this
essay to

so~e

length.

Lenin

clai~ed

that a portion of the "super-profits"

(profits exceeding a nornal return for

invest~ent)

of the capitalists

was being used to bribe the top strata of labor leaders,
nately called the
"labour

"J.ab:jtr

aristocracy~"

·~om

he alter-

lieutenants of the capitalist class" and the

These leaders, he alleged, cooperated vith the
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bourgeoisie in keeping the working class tractable under capitalist exploitation.

Lenin added a new corollary to this line of thought by

pointing out that imperialism also fostered opportunistic divisions
~mong

the proletariat as native workers rose to overseer positions and

immigrants served as laborers.
In conjunction with his denunciation of opportunism, Lenin applied
the verbal lash to his old ideological antagonist Kautsky.
to Kautsky's contention that "ultra-imperialis!!l" or the

He returned
of the

domin;~.tion

world by a few monopolies 1·rould bring lasting peace through a controlled
econo~.

Peace was imposoible undar·imp3rialism, Lenin submitted, becausQ

capitalists could continue to reap super-profits only as long as they
continued to expand their markets; the only way expansion could be accoml~nin

plished was through forceable appropriation of territories.

re-

jected Kautsky 1 s analysis of imperialism as the political "policy" of
economic and political annexation by capitalists, arguing instead
it was an

unavoidabl~ r~sult

th;~.t

of capitalistic dev3lopment.

Building on ideas originally propoQ~ed by Bukharin, Lenin advanced
the remarkable theory that imperialism was tho transitional stage between
capitalism and socialism.

Bukharin ha1 previously '...-arnad of the possibil-

ity of "state Capitalism," in ~hich th8 state would become the sole monopolist.

Lenin picked up that thread and stated that with

ftproduction

~co~~s

social (i.e. a few

~onopolies

imperialis~

control all

rr~jor

in-

dustries, derr~nd for labor, etc.) but the appropriation rewains private •
••• The social means of production remain the private property of a few.n58
Private

~onopolies

and state monopoli9s were closely

were not far distant from socialism.
appro~ched

re~ted

and together

Capi talis:n in its il"!?erialist st'lge

the most universal socialization of production; it dragged
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capitalists against their will and conscience into a new social order,
the transition from full freedom of competition to full socialization.
Once control of the socialized means or production was concentrated in
'v-r

the hands of a very few nonopolists,Awould prove a simple

. . proletariat
. .

~atter

for the

to expropriate the exnropriators
and to take over the system.
...

Significant emphasis was also placed on the role and the nature of
finance capitalism.

Lenin proceeded to expound this subject with more

care (and undoubtedly more help from Hobson and Hilferding) than in orevious articles.

Finance

capitalis~,

a stage of "moribun1" or "over-ripe"

capitalism was described as parasitic in nature, seeking not to

pro~it

from the sale of? commoditiies, but to reap the monopolistic super-profits c~
investment and

export~tion

of capital.

~nin

argued that the

sep~ration

of the rentier, living on returns from invested capital, from the entre£ren~ur

and mnnegement, directly concerned with

had led to a step beyond sinple capitalism.

m~nagemsnt

or capital

Characteristic of

imperialis~

was the practice which permitted a grmdng class of rentiers to.·live by
"clipping coupons" fror:1 invested capital and by exploiting several foreign
colonies and
universal

co~~tries.

~th

Lenin contended that this division had become

nthe world divided into a han1ful of money lending states

on the one side, a.nd vast majority of debtor sta.tes on the other.n69
A side-effect of this polarization
were composed solely of

~.;as

that some advanced countries

th~ rontie~~class

while the burden of physical
we:..{{!

toil was transferred to the colonies.

This division, he

class conflicts to unbearable proportions and renden
mate

ovorthro~

insisted,~heighten

ine~capable

the ulti-

of imperialism.

Also in "Inperialism, the Highest St'lge of
ditional H.arxian principles were revitaJ.tzed.

Capitt~.llsm"

several tra-

Lenin briefly inserted

)2

the law of the "increasing misery" of the masses when he stated

th~t

the

"uneven and wretched condition of the masses are fundamental and inevitablo
conditions and premises of this mode of production."70 Hov.rever, he did
not dwell on this tenet wb±ch for

Y~rx

explained precisely how and why

the revolution would come, i.e. through increasing proletarian misery and
increasing crises in capitalism.

~nin

tacitly relegated this theory to

a position of secondary importance, since it was painfully obvious both

•

that the proletariat had not become more miserable in the imperialist ora
and that the capitalist system was continuing to surviva.
Employing the Harxist view of the contradictions of ca. pi talism to
demonstrate that monopolY: was at ws.r with the

environ.l7l~nt

of free compe-

tition that brad it, Lenin observed that in the era of imperialtsm free
trade, the foundation of the system,
monopoly.

was

transformed into its

antithcsi~

Monopoly did not completely &bolish free trade but existed

simultaneously, giving rise to antagonism and conflict.
"Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism" marked the
vanced expression of Lenin's theory of imperialism.

~st

ad-

It included all the

elements of economic and political thought relevant to a Marxist interpretation of the subject.
defined place in the

After this essay "imperialism" enjoyed a well-

}~rxist

scheMe of history.

DEVELOPMENTS IN LENIN'S THEORY AFTi!:R

"H1PERIALISH, THE

.HIGH~T

STAGE OF CAPITALISH"

Although Lenin published his comprehensive view of imperialism by
mid-July 1916, he modified and refined it slightly durins the next few
years.

Returning to a favorite asoect of imperialism in "The War Program

of the Proletarian Revolution," "Bourgeois Pacifism and Socialist Pacifism,"
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and ."The Youth International," all written in late in 1916, Lenin examined
·~~ars

various kinds of war and endorsed certain of them.
liboratio~"

of national

seeking to free colonies from their oppressors. were to be

supported by' socialists. 71 Civil wars pitting progressive democratic
forces against reactionary forcoo ware important in
suited to the socialist revolution.

cre~ting

Finally, "defensive

conditions

w~rs"

by coun-

tries which had already achieved socialism were necessary to protect that
country against the reaction of capitalist countries surrounding it.
Referring to the law of the unequal development of capitalism, Lenin emphatically stated that "it follows irrefutably

th~t

achieve victory simultaneo,tsly in all countries.
first in one or several
but a direct

countrie~ •••

striving.~~to

Socialism cannot

It will achieve victory

This must not only create friction

crush the victorious proletariat of the Social-

ist country. n7 2
In

~A

Caricature of

¥~rxism

and

Inp~rialist

ued to wield his theories on war as weapons

~nin

Economism"

ag~inst

contin-

his ideological

ene~ics.

If a war carries out the "policy" (he carelessly used the term which he
deride~

others for using) of imperialis~, such as safeguarding colonies

or financial

inves~~ents,

then the substance of the war is

and socialists should denounce it.

imperi~listic

If a war carries out a policy or na-

tional liberation, then the substance of the war is nationel liberation
and useful to socialism.

Lenin distinguished between a

bourgeois war which defended the fatherland.

soci~list

"A war against

and a

imperi~list,

i.e. oppressing powers by oppressed (for example, coloni~l) nations is a
genuine national war" and "the defence of the fa.th~rland is ~ossible. 11 73
Also in refuting sor.e of ~atakov•s74 argu~ents, Lenin e~~nded his theory
of the socialist state emarging from the imperialist epoch.

Socialism
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would be achieved by the united action of the proletarians, not of all
countriest but of the minority of countries that have reached the stage

of development of advanced capitalism.

Lenin maintained

th~t

the social- .

ist revolution must come to those advanced countries 1.,.hose "national
ta~ks~ have been fulfilled.75

Other undeveloped countries must still

go through the process of fulfilling those national, democratic tasks.
Late in 1916 Lenin presented a concise

surr~ation

of his definition

of imperialism with slightly different emphasis in "Imperialism and the
Split in Socialism."
Imperialism is a specific historical stage of capitalism. Its
specific character is threefold: imperialism is (1) monopoly
capitalism; (2) parasitic or decaying capitalism; (1) moribund
capitalism. The substitution of monopoly for free competition
is the fundamental economic feature, the quintessence or imperialism.76
Lenin placed graphic emphasis on the
upon imperialism as the highest
socialism.

dec~dence

st~ge

of imperialism rather than

of capitalism but one step away from

He cited the five principle

manifestation~

of monopoly, tra-

cing it from the formation of cartels and trusts through the economic and
then territorial division of the world.
as monopoly capitalism

t~at

transition to Socialism.

Moribund capitalism he defined

"is already ••• dying out, the beginning of its.

The tremendous socialization of, labour by

im~

perialism (what the_ apologists--bourgeois economists--call interlocking)
means the same thing.u77
Ib this same article Lenin launched perhaps his most scathing attack
on Kautsky.

Be produced staterr.ants from a letter by

which he employed to denounce

~autsky.

~ngels

to a friend

Referring to the desertion of the

proletariat by a certain "pri v"ileged rn:inori ty of the workers," as Engels
called them, Lenin noted that "capitalists can devote a part of (!.hei:tJ
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super-profits to bribe their own workers to create sowething like an alliance between the workers of a given nation and their c1pitalists
against the other countries. rt78

The success of Capital in ''bribing"

the soci-'llist leaders of Western E-.trope, he charged, ·was the underlying
reason for the breakup of international socialism.
Leaning heavily on Hobson, Lenin delineated a precise concept of
'*new".~imperialism

that he had· previQusly mentioned in 11 L'1lperialism, the

Highest Stage of Capitalism."

The last third of the nineteenth century

marked the rise of several Great Powers which
tion as sole monopolist of finance capital.
described by Engels and
Comparin~

¥~rx

c~allenged

England's posi-

This era succeeded the period

in which England alone exploited the world.

the "naw" imperialism to the old, he observed that "formerly

the working class of one country could be bribed and
Now this is improbable, if not i'11possible.
imperialist •Great

Pcw~r•

co~rupted

for decades.

But on the other hand, every

can an1 does bribe the smaller strata of the

'labour aristocracy.•n79 The bribery of whole classes, which he intimated
had allowed the financial oligarchy and the capitalist system to evade
the inevihble revolution, must eventually fail because the mass of the
proletariat is crushed in the process and will revolt.
In "The Socialist Revolution and the Right of Nations to Self-Deter-.
mination" Lenin stated that "victorious

sociali!~

aust achieve

democracy and consequently, not only bring about the

com~lete

co~~lete

equslity

of nations, but also give effect.to the right of oppressed n~tions to
self-determination, i.e. the right to free political secession.n80
of the revolution against inperialism would
freedom of determination for all nations.

co~e

Out

eomplete democracy and

But the ultimate goal after

the overthrow of imperialism would be to unite all nations under socialism,

to m.erge the:n into a single proletarian whole.

He added that "democracy

is also a form of state which must disappear ••• in the process of transition from con1pletely victorious and consolidated socialism to complete
communism. n81

This is the basis for his famous

11

wi the ring a-vray of the

state" idea.

LENIN'S THEORY OF IHP::<:RIALISH IN RETROSPECT

By the end of 1917 Lenin's theory of imperialism h;.d reached its
full development.

To the mUltitude of theories on the nature of imperial-

ism be added a comprehensive Harxist one.

The list of debts he O""tt"ed to

writers such as Hobson, Hilferding, Bukha.rin and Luxemburg would be a
long one indeed since from their work he adaptod the raw
his theory.

m~terial

for

!·:Iost of Lenin's economic ideas an:i pO.littc.tl observations

were acquired second-hand and reinterpreted fron a H'-rxist viewpoint.
But there was more to Lenin's

treat~~nt

of imp9rialism than mere restate-

ment or facile adaptation of the id9as. of others.

To the corpus of theory

on imperialism he contributed some very valuable corollaries.

His study

of the causes, nature and results of war in the imperialist era and his
strong emphasis on the revolutionary possibilities
much to existing concepts.

'(\

inherent~the

era added

In addition be developed m1ny peripheral ideas,

such as "socialism in one country" and "withering a'lay of th'3 shte," that
provided the foundation for later ideological expansion of the Harxist
framework.

Xost i:nportantly for Harxists he melded his thought and that

of others under
to

fa~ion

a

th~

viabl~

rigid discipline of:

t~~

Harrian dialectic in history

explanation of his times.
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